2021 LICENSED BRAND PARTNERS

GLOBAL MERCHANDISING SERVICES

PANTONE™

Bonnie Marcus Collection WHERE FASHION MEETS PAPER®

Looking Good Licensing

BLIZZARD ENTERTAINMENT

Big Hit Entertainment

AUTHENTIC BRANDS GROUP
Availability of all titles subject to change. All cover images and designs also subject to change.
PANTONE™

Pantone is the trendsetter of colors, tinting our world and constantly improving the field of color communication. In an exclusive partnership with Pantone—the world’s most powerful and influential brand in color—BrownTrout is thrilled to expand this visual embodiment of passion, flair, and elegance into the world of calendars and planners. With formats ranging from our classic square wall calendar to planners and journals in a variety of sizes, date ranges, and seasonally curated trending colors—including the Pantone Color of the Year—our extensive line of Pantone products has something to fulfill every style and need. Stickers included too!

Compact Planner
Popular 5.25” x 8.25” format; two date ranges or non-dated.

Compact Journal
Trending colors wrap a 192 lined-page journal, perfect for business or home.

Square Wall Calendar
Twelve months of beauty and color with stickers to color the rest of your world.

PANTONE and the PANTONE Chip Design are trademarks of Pantone LLC in the United States and/or in other countries. © Pantone LLC, 2019. All rights reserved.
Color invariably conveys moods that attach themselves to human feelings or reactions. Part of our psychic development, color is tied to our emotions as well as our intellect. Every color has meaning that we inherently sense or have learned about, which enables us to recognize the messages and meanings delivered.

—adapted from The Complete Color Harmony: Pantone Edition (Rockport Publishers, 2017), by Leatrice Eiseman, Executive Director, Pantone Color Institute
HOUSE OF TURNOWSKY

Since 1940, House of Turnowsky has been a leading-edge global brand, well-known for its creativity, innovation, and high-end designs. Elegant, classic, and original, Turnowsky’s collections embody a timeless style.

The TURNOWSKY name on every product is the sign of the brand’s commitment to transforming the ordinary, bringing style and beauty to the everyday, and delighting hearts all over the world.
Availability of all titles subject to change. All cover images and designs also subject to change.
WORLDWIDE POP STARS

LATE-BREAKING LICENSED PRODUCTS
Anticipated categories include wall calendars, posters, journals, dated planners and photo collections.
NOBLE & NOTICED

PORTRAIT SERIES & BANKSY’S GRAFFITI DEBUT

THE REGAL CAT
THE MAGNIFICENT TIGER
THE NOBLE HORSE

NEW

978-1-9754-2082-6
978-1-9754-2531-9
978-1-9754-2101-4
FUN, YET PRACTICAL

CALENDARS WITH COASTER SETS

Everyone has a go-to drink and now our calendars with coaster sets each include a set of handy coasters for your drink. These are perfect for a night in, or to entertain friends. The regular square calendars include a set of nine coasters, while the mini calendars come with a set of four, inserted in the center of the calendar.

3 different coaster designs included in Squares
2 coaster designs included in Minis

978-1-9754-2115-1
978-1-9754-2116-8 (Foil Cover)
978-1-9754-2539-5 (Mini)
978-1-9754-1968-4 (Mini)
OFFICE CALENDARS WITH STICKERS

Making use of minimalism without compromising effectiveness, this sleek, professional, and elegant calendar format is bound with a double-ring wire-o. The monthly view takes up half as much space as traditional calendars while also allowing ample room to record important appointments. Works for the office or home. Each calendar has a trending design and works well on a wall or desk. Stickers included.
ARTISTIC ANTICIPATION

TOP-SELLING TREASURED MASTERS

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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2021 CALENDAR COLLECTION / 23
FUN & HUMOR

978-1-9754-1884-7

978-1-9754-1881-6 (Foil Cover)

978-1-9754-2352-0

934-7-3011-0019-2
978-1-9754-1876-2

978-1-9754-1877-9 (Foil Cover)

978-1-9754-2047-5

978-1-9754-1899-1

Availability of all titles subject to change. All cover images and designs also subject to change.
DOGS & CATS

DACHSHUNDS
2021 16-MONTH CALENDAR

GOLDEN RETRIEVERS
2021 16-MONTH CALENDAR

BLACK CATS
2021 16-MONTH CALENDAR

LABRADOR RETRIEVERS
2021 16-MONTH CALENDAR

978-1-9754-2208-0 (Foil Cover)
978-1-9754-2200-4 (Foil Cover)
978-1-9754-2080-2 (Foil Cover)
978-1-9754-2215-8 (Foil Cover)